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Michele Crippa is a young professor, but, firstly, he is a gastronome – a curious, 
hardworking guy, a real connoisseur of the world of food. A gastronome does 
not have to be a cook, but just as for the latter, flavors and smells are the key 
ingredients to his day by day. 

Coronavirus, the virus that has changed our lives in the last few years, played a 
really nasty, if not worse, trick to Michele. This is what happened.

Michele and his whole family got sick from Coronavirus in March 2020. They 
were not so bad, luckly, but something changed radically in their lives: tastes and 
flavours. Michele recalls perfectly the exact time he lost them: it was March 17, 
and he was making his morning coffee as usual. 

Michele Crippa is a gastronome that turned flavours and aromas into his daily job. He 
lost his sanses of taste and smell for months due to Covid, but he did not give up: he 
designed a rehabiltation process for him and those with his same condition – a Sensory 
Box helping reclaim lost flavors. 
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His moka pot was gurgling and...how weird, the kitchen did not smell like coffee, 
not to him at least. 
“No harm done – I’ll taste it for sure, he thought!”
Nothing instead. Michele has not been able either to taste or smell anything ever 
since that morning. 

“It was not just a matter of flavours! – Michele told us - Coronavirus deprived me 
of my key working tool... it was really terrible for me!”

However, Coronavirus did not just stop there. Once Michele recovered, tastes and 
flavours were not just like they used to be.  

“The virus created an inflammation and I moved from cacosmia to parosmia. Very 
weird words indeed, but with a simple meaning. Cacosmia is a type of distortion 
in the perception of an odor. In a nutshell, the brain starts perceiving weird odors 
that are not there though. An example? I have smelled ashtray and cooked cabbage 
for months, day and night! Then I became hypersensitive to certain odors, such 
as orange peel or vanilin. I perceived them so strongly that they made me sick. 
Actually, my sense of taste got back, partially, but since it is tightly connected to 
that of smell, it is twisted now: I can perceive sweet, savoury, acid, sapid and bitter 
tastes, but the tasting experience is affected by what my nose perceives”.

I could not go on like that. 
Back to work, one day, with other gastronomes and tasters like him, Michele 
realized he was not the only one to be in such a dreadful situation, so something 
had to be done, to everybody’s benefit. 

“I did my research- says Michele- since I was immensly sad for I could not do my 
job anymore. I trained for months alone, at first, with the help of some sensory 
analysis experts providing capacity building to vine growers and truffle hunters. 
And I thought, if I still have a long way ahead of me, a person whose nose and 
mouth are the tools of his trade, what about who is not working with flavours 
and smells! This is why I offered my experience as a gastronome and a food 
taster and started giving advice and help people with my own same problem, 
to put their senses back on track. At first I provided support to all the people 
tuning to me for help, by letting them know about hospitals where post long 
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Covid rehab processes were held, to have these issues sorted out, and promoting 
good sensory training practices with everyday products and food items, which 
can be easily found at home”.  

Then, together with the Centro Studi Assaggiatori – Tasters Study Centre, in Brescia,  
Novella Bagna and Gian Paolo Braceschi from Good Senses, an Italian company 
especially focused on sensory analysis, Michele set up a spefic procedure. This is 
a Sensory Box, containing 20 bottles with very widespread essences in Italy, from 
apple to liquirice, from truffle to lemon. Just place them under your nose every 
day for a few seconds, following the instructions closely. These bottles aims to fix 
sensory misperceptions in former Covid patients. 

“Smell is the most impulsive among our senses, the one that is most connected 
to our emotions and experiences. Therefore, getting back those smells lost in our 
memory, connected to emotions and things of the past, is an utterly important 
activity. It is surely hard to win back your olfactory memory but recovering from 
this situation is extremely important! Training is the most meaningful part of 
this procedure: recalling a memory that is connected to a smell or a taste is 
necessary to riactivate those neural pathways that the virus had blocked” 
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What is the lesson learned of this story?

Sometimes, incidents and accidents can be turned into occasions to help 
others. Michele never gave up and made use of everything he knew about, 
trying to find a solution for those who may have his same problem. 

On top of this, can you imagine living with no sense of taste or smell. What 
kind of life would that be!? 
Taste and smell are key when we deal with food and nutrition, since their 
impact on our tasting experiences regarding foods and beverages is huge. 
When people lose these senses, they may lose interest in food, with serious 
drawbacks such as: loss of appetite, weight loss, and the risk to lack vitamins, 
proteins or other important elements. This is why a well-balanced and healthy 
lifestyle is surely helpful when something is not going right. Never give up on 
your lost senses, for they are essential: close your eyes and think of something, 
you can still picture that. But a taste or a smell work differently. And we must 
save these valuable senses, exactly for this reason – to reclaim our true self, 
not just our nose. 

We really have a Slow Food Hero: his name is Michele Crippa,  
he is a gastronome that turned flavours and tastes into his daily job.

Slow Food Heroes project is funded by the European 
Cultural Foundation, with the contribution  

of CRC Foundation.


